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1 Determination of Applied Pressure

Figure S1: Experimental (a) Ruby PL lines at ambient pressure (blue line) and highest
applied pressure p = 5.87 GPa (red line), (b) Linewidths of R1 and (c) Peak di�erence
(R1-R2) with the variation of applied pressure remains constant over the applied pressure
range with maximum standard deviation of ± 0.46 cm−1 (linewidths) and ± 0.17 cm−1 (peak
di�erence), respectively.

In order to measure the applied pressure, a small piece of Ruby has been placed inside

the diamond anvil cell (DAC) and PL spectra of Ruby line is recorded before and after the

Raman spectra acquisition of the BP �ake for each applied pressure to probe if there is a

pressure variation during the measurements. The obtained PL spectra has been �tted with

two Lorentzian functions to measure the peak positions, where the high energy PL peak has

been used to calculate the applied pressure using the formula p = (A/B){[1+(∆λ/λ0)]
B−1},

where A = 19.04 Mbar, B = 7.665 , ∆λ represents the shift in Ruby line, λ0 is the Ruby
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PL peak at ambient pressure, as reported by Mao et. al.1. Figure S1a shows the typical

PL spectra of Ruby lines at both ambient pressure and temperature. Each spectra has been

�tted with two Lorentzian function to obtain the respective peak position, where the high

energy peak is de�ned as R1 and the low energy one as R2. The obtained peak positions of

R1 for each step of pressure are used to calculate the corresponding pressure. The average of

the pressure value obtained before and after the acquisition is considered as the experimental

applied pressure (p). It is well known that the maximum possible error during the estimation

of pressure calculation is 5%, when the pressure is measured using the Ruby PL line. The

maximum di�erence observed in pressure, before and after the acquisition, is equal to 0.12

GPa, which lies within the error range that con�rms uniform pressure is maintained during

the acquisition. The linewidths of the Ruby PL line (R1) over the all the applied pressure

have been analyzed plotted in Figure S1b. The mean value with the standard deviation of

the linewidth data is 11.3 ±0.5 cm−1 corresponding to the Ruby PL peak recorded before

the Raman spectra acquisition. Whereas the linewidth of R1 recorded after the Raman

spectra acquisition is 11.3 ±0.5 cm−1, which suggests that the Ruby linewidth remains

constant throughout the pressure range and con�rms the hydrostatic nature of the applied

pressure. Apart from the linewidth, the peak di�erence of the two Ruby lines (R1-R2) has

also been analyzed to con�rm the hydrostatic nature of the applied pressure (Figure S1c),

which shows that the mean peak di�erence obtained as 29.57±0.16 cm−1 for the Ruby lines

recorded before acquisition. Whereas the obtained mean peak di�erence for the Ruby lines

recorded after the Raman acquisition is 29.6 ±0.2 cm−1. This results shows that the peak

di�erence of the Ruby PL lines remains constant over the complete pressure range. The

analysis of linewidth along with the constant peak di�erence over the applied pressure range

con�rms the hydrostatic nature of the applied pressure inside the DAC.
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2 Raman Spectrum

2.1 Fitted Raman Spectra of Layered BP Flake

Figure S2: (a) Lorentzian �tted Raman spectra of BP �ake at di�erent applied pressure. (b)
Experimental Raman spectrum at 5.9 GPa for few-layer black phosphorus (black line). The
full spectrum is �tted with �ve Lorentzian functions (dashed red line). Inset: the zoom-in
spectrum from 54 to 150 cm−1, the green and blue lineshapes show the two �tted Lorentzian
shape (one for the Bm mode (Bm2 and the other is a combination of low frequency phonon
modify by the notch �lter Bm2). The Rayleigh band is blocked by a Notch �lter.
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The experimentally observed Raman peaks are �tted with Lorentzian function to obtain

the peak positions, where the �tted Raman spectra of the BP �ake at di�erent applied are

shown in Figure S2a. Figure S2b shows the �tted Raman spectra of the BP �ake at highest

applied pressure p = 5.9 GPa.
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2.2 Characterization of BP �ake and Thickness Determination

Figure S3: Optical image of (a) Few Layer BP �ake inside DAC (denoted as S1) and (b)
Typical bulk BP �ake (denoted as S2). The arrow shows the part of the BP �ake (S1)
on which the High Pressure Raman spectra has been recorded. (c) Comparison of Raman
spectra of few-layer (red line) and bulk BP (blue line) at 0 GPa showing the prominent
breathing mode only observed in few-layer BP �ake and (d) Optical image of BP �ake for
control experiment (denoted as S3) having similar optical contrast as compare to few layer
BP �ake (S1). (e) Raman spectra of the controlled BP �ake (S3) and the Lorentzian �tted
spectra. Inset shows the AFM height image of the area marked in the optical image (S3)
and the height pro�le along the marked line in AFM height image.
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In order to con�rm the few layer nature of the BP �ake used in High Pressure Raman

measurement, a control experiments has been performed where the optical intensity pro�le

and Raman spectroscopic analysis are employed to identify the layer number.2�6 The optical

image of the BP �ake (used for high pressure measurement; denoted by S1) and a typical

bulk BP �ake (denoted by S2) are shown in Figure S3(a-b). The marked arrow in Figure S3a

shows the part of the �ake on top of which the High Pressure Raman spectra were recorded

by focusing the laser spot. The Raman spectra of the few layer BP �ake (S1) in ambient

condition is compared with the typical Raman spectra of a bulk BP �ake (S2) (Figure S3c).

Though both Raman spectra has been recorded using the same Raman spectrometer, no

signature of low frequency Bm is observed for bulk BP, whereas a prominent low frequency

Raman peak is observed in few layer BP �ake. This could suggest that the observed low

frequency Raman spectra is not the notch �lter cut-o� and solely originated due to the

interlayer vibration of BP �ake. The observed Raman peaks are �tted with Lorentzian

function to obtain the peak positions. For instance, the characteristics Raman modes, i.e.,

A1
g, B2g and A2

g are observed at ∼361.9, ∼438.7 and ∼466.1 cm−1 for few-layer BP, whereas

the Raman peaks are observed at ∼362.1, ∼439.1 and ∼465.8 cm−1 for bulk BP, respectively.

As reported earlier,3 by analyzing the intensity ratio of A2
g and A1

g peak and the peak

di�erence between A2
g and B2g peak, the layer number in BP �ake can be predicted. Here,

the peak di�erence between A2
g and B2g for few layer BP (∼27.4 cm−1) and bulk BP (∼26.7

cm−1) are comparable and may not con�rm the few layer nature of the bP �ake, but the

higher value of I(A2
g/A

1
g) ratio for few layer BP (∼2.67) compare to bulk BP (∼1.15) con�rms

that the layer number in few layer �ake less than 6. From the Raman signature (spectral

positions and intensities), we estimate the number of layers to be around 5.

Along with the Raman measurement, the optical intensity pro�le has also been extracted

to measure the optical contrast of the �ake using the formula Contrast(C)=
Isubstrate − Isample

Isubstrate
,

where Isubstrate and Isample are the re�ected light intensities from the substrate and the sam-
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Table S1: Calculated and reported parameters for layer number determination of BP �ake

Sample Optical Contrast I(A2
g/A

1
g) A2

g-B2g (cm−1) Thickness Layer Number
S1 0.47 2.67 27.4 - ≤6
S2 0.76 1.15 26.7 Bulk Bulk
S3 0.41 2.52 27.6 6.54 ∼6
Reference3 0.50 2.50 27.7 2.85 5
Reference3 - 2.00 27.5 Bulk Bulk

ple, respectively.5,7,8 The calculated optical contrast for few layer BP �ake (S1) is obtained

as ∼0.47, whereas the same for the bulk BP (S2) is ∼0.7. As reported earlier3, the optical

contrast for BP �ake with layer number ≤ 5 is lying in the range ∼ 0.15− 0.50, which also

con�rms that the few layer BP �ake contains layers of less than 6. To achieve further con�r-

mation of layer number of the few layer BP �ake (S1), a similar BP �ake has been transferred

on Si substrate (denoted as S3) for control experiment(Figure S3d). The Raman spectra of

the controlled �ake is shown in Figure S3e, where the characteristics Raman modes i.e. A1
g,

B2g and A2
g are observed at ∼359.5, ∼438.4 and ∼465.9 cm−1 obtained by Lorentzian �tting

of the spectra. By analyzing the Raman peaks positions and intensity, it has been observed

that the peak di�erence between A2
g and B2g is obtained as ∼27.4 cm−1 and the I(A2

g/A
1
g)

ratio is ∼2.52, which con�rms that the layer number of the controlled BP �ake is ≤ 6. The

layer number or thickness of the controlled BP �ake has further been veri�ed by measuring

the AFM (Inset of Figure S3e), where the thickness is measured from the height pro�le as

shown in the inset of Figure S3e. The height pro�le of the controlled �ake con�rms that

the thickness of the BP �ake is ∼6.54 nm, which suggest that the number of layers present

in that �ake seems to be ≤ 6. All the measured parameters corresponding to the three BP

�akes i.e. S1, S2 and S3 are compared with the previous reported results by Lu et. al. in

Table S1 for better understanding.

Figure S3f shows the optical image of a typical BP �ake and the Raman mapping of

the BP �ake are shown in Figure S3g. The Raman spectra of the BP �ake are extracted
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from the di�erent position of the �ake as shown on the Raman mapping image. The Raman

spectra recorded at di�erent positions are compared to con�rm the layer number independent

Raman peak position of BP �ake. The thickness variation of the �ake is con�rmed from the

optical image and the mapping data only. The Raman spectra from three di�erent points

(II, III and IV) con�rm that the intensity of the BP �ake in that region is uniform for all

three characteristics Raman modes (A1
g, B2g and A2

g), which cover nearly around 70% of the

total �ake. In consequence, it is possible to identify the homogeneous region from the optical

image of the �ake only, which is followed in our work.
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2.3 Evolution of Low Frequency (LF) Raman Modes

Figure S4: Typical optical images of few-layer black phosphorus (BP) inside a diamond anvil
cell at (a) ambient pressure and (b) 5.9 GPa. (c) Evolution of the two low-frequency Raman
modes (Bm1 and Bm2) of few-layer BP for di�erent pressure values obtained normalization
and �tting of the peaks with Lorentzian functions. For better visibility, the low-frequency
breathing mode (Bm) is represented with a Lorentzian function. (d) Raman spectra at low
frequency region showing the experimental data points. The Bm1 mode could be suppressed
by notch �lter, that's why Bm2 is considered as Bm only. (e) Pressure dependence of
breathing mode (Bm) shift.

The optical image of the few-layer BP �ake inside the DAC are shown in Figure S4a
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and the circular shape of the gasket indicates a uniform distribution of applied pressure.

This shape is slightly deformed at the highest applied pressure of 5.9 GPa (Figure S4b). In

general, the LF interlayer modes have been shown to be more sensitive to structural changes

in (multi-) layered materials than their high-frequency (HF) intralayer counterparts.9 They

are also especially important for studying the weaker interlayer interactions that determine

the restoring forces between layers.9 However, it is di�cult to measure the evolution of low

energy Raman peaks under high pressure as compare to the high frequency modes because

of their proximity to the strong Rayleigh line. The deconvolution of the Raman spectra in

Figure S4c shows that only two Raman peaks are observed in the LF region at 66 cm−1

(may not accurate due to the presence of a notch �lter) (Bm1) and 89 cm−1 (Bm2), which

provides further indication that the BP �ake contains fewer than 6 layers. Since Bm1 is

very close to Rayleigh line and could be suppressed by Notch �lter cut o�, hence in order

resolve any kind of ambiguity only the Bm2 has been considered (henceforth denoted as Bm),

which is a clear and prominent hump of the spectra and signi�cantly away from the cut o�.

The corresponding Lorentzian �tted ∂ω/∂p slope enable a more quantitative view on how

Bm evolves under applied pressure (Figure S4), where the quasi-linear part of the pressure

dependency data is considered as major portion to determine the ∂ω/∂p. The Raman peak

position of the Bm mode ∼89 cm−1 decreases at a rate of -1.17±0.23 cm−1/GPa in the

pressure range [1.7, 5.6] GPa. To double check the evolution of the Bm, the low frequency

Raman modes are �tted with Voigt function as well and corresponding evolution of Bm is

shown in Figure S4e, which also depicts the same ∂ω/∂p as observed for Lorentzian �tted peak

positions. Hence it is well conclusive that the Bm peak is originating solely from the breathing

mode Raman signal and the error bars, as shown in Figure S4e, suggest that the trend of

redshift is prominent and beyond the signal �uctuation error. This experimentally obtained

∂ω/∂p is well complemented by the theoretically predicted slope (-4.28±0.12 cm−1/GPa), as

both the value suggests that the breathing mode shows redshift with the increasing applied
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pressure. A few reports on layered materials, such as graphite, show that its breathing modes

are redshifted upon applying uniaxial and hydrostatic pressure.10 In the case of few-layer

MoS2 and WTe2, a blueshift is observed for lower energy Raman vibrational modes as well as

with increasing applied pressure.11,12 This blueshift is in clear departure from the observed

redshifts in breathing modes of few-layer BP �ake. These results may be attributed to the

decrease in e�ective interlayer distance and enhancement of intralayer distance in case of the

BP �ake, as shown in Table S2.
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2.4 Linewidth and Phonon Lifetime Under Applied Pressure

Pressure-dependent Raman linewidths are plotted in Figure S5(a), which shows that the

linewidths of all the characteristic Raman modes increase with increasing applied pressure.

For instance, with applied pressure of 5.9 GPa, the A1
g, B2g, and A2

g Raman modes are

broadened by 1.07, 0.17, and 0.89 cm−1, respectively, as compared to those measured

at ambient pressure. The increase in the linewidths of the Raman modes con�rms a wide

distribution of phonon energy, which possibly attributable to enhanced electron-phonon (e-

ph) interactions. This enhancement can be con�rmed by calculating the e-ph coupling

parameter, D, from the linewidth broadening given as:13,14

∆Γ =
Auc

8Mv2F
D2, (1)

where Auc is the area of the single-layer black phosphorus unit cell, M is the mass of the

phosphorus atom, vF is the Fermi velocity (∼ 8 × 105 m s−1). The enhancement in e-

ph interactions also reduces the phonon lifetime, τ , which can be derived from the energy

uncertainty relation with the phonon linewidth, Γ:15,16

τ =
~
Γ
, (2)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant. The phonon lifetime corresponding to each charac-

teristics vibrational mode is plotted in Figure S5(b), where the A1
g, B2g and A2

g Raman modes

show signi�cantly reduced phonon lifetimes of 650, 80, and 450 fs, respectively, when the ap-

plied pressure increases to 4.2 GPa from ambient pressure. Such decreases in phonon lifetime

can be explained from the enhancement of the e-ph coupling parameter, as the probability of

e-ph coupling increases with increasing applied pressure. Pressure-dependent enhancement

in e-ph interactions also indicates that the electrical conductivity of BP must depend on

external pressure, which is in good agreement with results reported previously.17�19
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Figure S5: Pressure dependence of (a) linewidth, and (b) phonon lifetime for few-layer black
phosphorus �ake. The frequency transition pressure at 4.2 GPa is represented by a dashed
black line. The applied pressure starts from 1.74 GPa.
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2.5 Modi�ed Raman Spectra at High Pressure

Figure S6: Experimental Raman spectra at 2.5 and 5.9 GPa for few-layer black phosphorus
(solid line). Each spectrum is �tted with two Lorentzian functions (dashed line).

Figure S6 reports the modi�cation of the HF range under pressure after the partial

transition.
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3 First Principle Calculation

3.1 Hydrostatic and Uniaxial Pressure Methods

The stress at any point in a continuous body is described by a stress tensor

σ =


σ11 σ12 σ13

σ21 σ22 σ23

σ31 σ32 σ33

 , (3)

where

σij =
dFi

dSj
(4)

is the force per unit area that acts in the ith Cartesian direction on a surface element

oriented in the direction normal to the jth dimension. The form of the stress tensor is

signi�cantly simpli�ed if the properties of the body and conditions in which the stress is

applied obey certain symmetries. For example, the stress in a static �uid is both rotationally

and translationally invariant. Its magnitude is therefore independent on the direction and

position, and the direction in which it acts must be perpendicular to the surface on which it

is applied. The hydrostatic stress (HS) tensor thus takes the form

σHS =


p 0 0

0 p 0

0 0 p

 , (5)

where p is the pressure of the �uid. The elements of the stress tensor are similarly constrained

in a homogeneous rigid body under a uniform external stress. In this case, the stress at any

point in the body is again position-independent, but only acts along one direction, which we
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designate as ẑ. We can therefore write the uniaxial stress (US) tensor as

σUS =


0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 p

 , (6)

where p is now the external pressure applied to the rigid body.

Figure S7: Volume dependence of (left panel) the ground state energy and (right panel)
hydrostatic pressure of bulk (a) black and (b) blue phosphorus. Density functional theory
(DFT) data are interpolated using the Birch-Murnaghan equations.20,21

In a computational simulation, a periodic system under stress is modeled by tuning the

magnitudes and directions of the lattice vectors so that the change in energy with respect

to unit cell dimensions agrees with the corresponding element in the stress tensor. Here, we

use DFT to obtain the necessary relationships between energy and lattice vectors.

To simulate hydrostatic pressure, we allow all atoms and lattice vectors of bulk BP to

relax while constraining the volume of the unit cell. In this way, the lattice vectors will be

modi�ed until the pressure on all unit cell faces is uniform and any shearing forces disappear,

so that the stress tensor takes the hydrostatic form of Eq. (5) in the manuscript. We obtain

the ground state energies in this way for a series of unit cell volumes. We then �t the
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Table S2: Calculated intralayer and interlayer distances (Å) of bulk black phosphorus under
hydrostatic pressure (GPa).

Pressure Intralayer distance Interlayer distance
0 2.164 3.088
0.941 2.169 3.005
2.002 2.174 2.931
3.103 2.179 2.877
4.114 2.183 2.830
5.087 2.188 2.795
6.044 2.192 2.763

Birch-Murnaghan isothermal equation of state given by20,21

E(V ) = E0 +
9V0B0

16

{[(
V0
V

) 2
3

− 1

]3
B′0 +

[(
V0
V

) 2
3

− 1

]2[
6− 4

(
V0
V

) 2
3
]}

, (7)

to these points in energy-volume space, as shown in left panel of Figure S7(a). With the

�tted parameters, i.e., the equilibrium energy (E0) and volume (V0) at zero pressure, and

the equilibrium bulk modulus (B0) and its �rst derivative with respect to the pressure (B′0),

we choose the lattice vectors that best describe bulk BP subjected to a desired pressure.

This is achieved by setting the unit cell to the corresponding volume predicted by20,21

p(V ) =
3B0

2

[(
V0
V

) 7
3

−

(
V0
V

) 5
3
]{

1 +
3

4
(B′0 − 4)

[(
V0
V

) 2
3

− 1

]}
, (8)

Figure S7(b) shows the volume dependence of the ground state energy and hydrostatic

pressure of bulk blue Phosphorus (bP). The �tting parameters extracted from Eq. (7) for

BP and bP are summarized in Table S3.
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Table S3: Equilibrium ground state energy E0 (eV) and volume V0 (Å3) at zero pressure, and
equilibrium bulk modulus B0 (GPa) and its �rst derivative with respect to the pressure B′0,
extracted from the Birch-Murnaghan isothermal equation of state.20,21 These calculations
are obtained for bulk black (BP) and blue (bP) phosphorus. Available experimental value
from the literature is reported in parentheses.22

Structure E0 V0 B0 B′0
BP -41.55 153.000 24.259 (32.5) 5.223
bP -10.36 32.300 51.779 4.615
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Figure S8 shows the vibrational band structure of BP at zero pressure (black solid lines)

compared to that at 3 GPa (dashed red lines) along the high-symmetry lines in the �rst

Brillouin zone (BZ). The primitive cell of AB-stacked bulk BP contains four atoms consid-

ering that the orthorombic unit cell of AB-stacked bulk BP contains eight atoms can be

reduced to a primitive cell with only four atoms. Thus, the phonon band structure of BP

has 12 branches: three of which are acoustic and nine are optical. The overall shape of

the vibrational bands remains the same under applied pressure. However, most vibrational

frequencies of BP at the Γ-point are slightly blue-shifted under pressure.

Figure S8: Vibrational band structure of bulk black phosphorus (BP) at 0 GPa (black solid
lines) and 3 GPa (dashed red lines). These calculations are based on hydrostatic pressure
method and the distances between high-symmetry points have been renormalized.

The simulation of uniaxial pressure cannot allow the lattice vectors relax as they did in

the hydrostatic pressure simulation. This is because the applied stress is no longer isotropic.

Instead, supposing that a nonzero external stress acts along the out-of-plane lattice vector

c, the in-plane lattice vectors a and b will relax until all in-plane stress disappears, and the

stress tensor takes the uniaxial form of Eq. (6) in the manuscript.
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Given that bulk BP possesses an orthorhombic lattice, and that the applied stress is

parallel to c, we posit that the three lattice vectors will remain mutually orthogonal for any

amount of applied stress. We therefore need only consider the magnitudes of the lattice

vectors, a, b, and c, from here on out. It follows that, before a and b change in response to

the external pressure, the stress tensor can be written as

σUS =


px 0 0

0 py 0

0 0 pz

 , (9)

where each diagonal element pi is the pressure exerted on a surface normal to the ith direction.

For a given c, we relax the system with �xed lattice vectors for several pairs of a and b

values. Each pair (a, b) gives a set of pressures px, py and pz. We �t px and py separately as

functions of both a and b with the two-dimensional quadratic functions:

 P11 + P12a+ P13b+ P14a2 + P15ab+ P16b2 = 0

P21 + P22a+ P23b+ P24a2 + P25ab+ P26b2 = 0
, (10)

where Pij are the �tted parameters. Solving the �tted px function for px = 0 yields a

curve a0,x(b) on the px = 0 plane, while solving for py = 0 to yields the curve a0,y(b). The

intersection of these two curves approximates the values of a0 and b0 for which both px and py

disappear. These are the �rst-iteration approximations for the in-plane lattice parameters

assumed by bulk BP under uniaxial pressure. We then relax a new system with lattice

parameters a0 and b0 and add the resulting px and py to the previous set of pressures. Re-

�tting the quadratic functions yields new values of a0 and b0. Presumably, by repeating this

process, the values of px and py will both approach zero through successive iterations. We

continue in this way until both px and py fall below 10−4 GPa. The above process is carried
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out for seven c values to simulate a su�ciently wide range of applied pressures. We note that

because bulk BP has orthorhombic symmetry, we can choose c to point out-of-plane, parallel

to the stress. Therefore, we can change the magnitude of the stress simply by changing c.

However, generally speaking, one should adjust the lattice parameters so that the scaling of

the unit cell is parallel to the stress. Clearly, in a non-orthorhombic system, such as bP, this

scaling can require changes in more than one lattice parameter.
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3.2 Hydrostatic Pressure Dependent Lattice Parameters of black

phosphorus (BP) and blue phosphorus (bP)

Figure S9: Hydrostatic pressure dependence of the lattice parameters of bulk (a) black
phosphorus and (b) blue phosphorus (bP). Bulk bP has a rhombohedral structure, i.e.,
a = b = c and α = β = γ. Values are interpolated with a third degree polynomial function
(dashed lines).

The lattice parameters of BP are calculated to be a = 4.349 Å (in-plane armchair),

b = 3.329 Å (in-plane zigzag), and c = 10.504 Å (out-of plane direction) at zero tempera-

ture and zero pressure. These lattice parameters are in excellent agreement with reported

experimental data, with the largest deviation being -0.6% for the a-axis constant (armchair

direction).22�24 To develop understanding of the pressure induced structural changes, the

lattice parameters are then calculated for seven values of hydrostatic pressure of bulk BP as

plotted in Figure S9a. The hydrostatic pressure dependence of the lattice parameters of bulk

BP shows that an increase in pressure drastically compresses the lattice parameters a and

c, while b remains almost unchanged, even increasing slightly by 0.15%. This anisotropy in

the in-plane compressibility of the lattice constant arises from the highly anisotropic atomic

arrangement of BP,25 for which compression in the a direction causes the in-plane bonds to

rotate so that their alignment with the b direction increases. Bulk bP was �rst predicted
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computationally and very recently experimentally realized on Au(111) substrate.26,27 The

computationally optimized lattice parameters of bulk bP are a = b = c = 3.672 Å, and

α = β = γ = 56.59◦, which are in good agreement with previously reported values.28 The

hydrostatic pressure dependence of the lattice parameters of bP are depicted in Figure S9b.

It shows that an increase in pressure induces a compression of the magnitude of the lattice

vectors a = b = c, while the angles α = β = γ increase.
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3.3 Uniaxial Pressure dependent Lattice parameter of bulk black

phosphorus (BP)

Figure S10: Uniaxial pressure-dependence of the lattice parameters of bulk black phosphorus.
Values are interpolated with third degree polynomial functions (dashed lines).

Table S4: Uniaxial pressure-dependence (GPa) of the lattice parameters (Å) of bulk black
phosphorus. These values are associated with Figure S10

Pressure a b c
0.00 4.349 3.329 10.504
0.87 4.347 3.332 10.349
1.90 4.342 3.336 10.210
2.67 4.342 3.339 10.113
4.01 4.343 3.343 9.966
4.97 4.351 3.345 9.858
5.71 4.354 3.349 9.788
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4 Theoretical Modeling of Phase Transition Point

Figure S11: Hydrostatic pressure dependent (a) Density of the most stable phase (BP & bP)
and (b) Helmholtz free energy per P atom for bulk black (BP) and blue (bP) phosphorus,
at 0 K (including zero point energy) and 300 K. The phase transition pressure between bulk
BP and bP ranges from 4.39 GPa (0 K) to 4.81 GPa (300 K).

Experimentally, BP is known to undergo a phase transition to the bP form at an elevated

pressure of ∼4.5 GPa,18,29�32 which is also observed in the experimental results reported here.

The phase transition of BP into bP can be theoretically modeled by examining the density

of the most stable phases (Figure S11a) and the competing energetics of the two phosphorus

phases (BP and bP) under hydrostatic pressure conditions. Figure S11b shows the calculated

Helmholtz free energies (including the zero point energy and the entropic contribution) per

P atom of BP and bP as a function of pressure for two di�erent temperatures, at 0 and 300

K. Comparing the energetics of BPand bP, a range of pressure is predicted under which the
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phase transition can occur. At 0 K, it can be observed that bP becomes more stable than

BP at pressures above 4.39 GPa, wheras this transition pressure shifts to 4.81 GPa at 300

K. The observed experimental transition pressure falls within the same pressure range, thus

validating DFT's ability to accurately model the experimental conditions.

It is well-known that the change in temperature induces a shift in the phonon frequencies

due to phonon-phonon (ph-ph) coupling. Such shift in phonon frequencies can be measured

both experimentally by Raman spectroscopy coupled to a cryostat and theoretically using

ab initio molecular dynamics simulations or many-body perturbation theory.33 At room

temperature and zero pressure, the frequencies of Raman-active modes in few-layer BP are

downshifted by ∼2 cm−1 from those obtained at zero temperature. Here, the possibility of

ph-ph scattering has been neglected by assuming that the most important contribution to

the frequency shifts originates from pressure variations only. Subsequently, all calculations

were performed at zero temperature, taking into consideration only the ground state energy.
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5 Uniaxial Pressure Dependent Raman Spectra of BP

For the sake of comparison, the HF modes of bulk BP have also been calculated under the

uniaxial pressure conditions along z-direction. The uniaxial pressure method and depen-

dence of the lattice parameters of bulk BP are detailed in Figure S8. Surprisingly, the lattice

constant along the armchair direction behaves non-monotonically as the pressure increases.

Such non-monotonic behavior of the lattice constant may originate from the particular puck-

ered atomic arrangement of BP, which leads to the minimization of its inter-atomic repulsion

by decreasing the lattice constant a at an applied uniaxial pressure of 3 GPa. In a theoret-

ical calculation, Jiang et al. have obtained a negative Poisson's ratio for single-layer BP in

the out-of-plane direction under uniaxial pressure in the direction parallel to the puckered

arrangement.34 In fact, when a bond angle is opened along the zigzag direction, another

bond angle closes along the armchair direction, which results in the expansion of the lattice

constants in the out-of-plan direction. Figure S9 shows the uniaxial pressure dependence

of the HF characteristic Raman modes, which reveals that at low pressure range, the linear

behavior of A1
g mode is identical to that obtained when the applied pressure is hydrostatic

(Figure S12a). However, the ω (p) trend of B2g and A2
g modes are non-monotonic with a

strong redshift up to 2 GPa and above which the frequencies become blueshifted, which

contradicts the experimental data. As a result, it can be concluded that the pressure applied

on the bulk BP sample in our experiment is purely hydrostatic, which is also been veri-

�ed experimentally by analyzing the linewidths and peak di�erences of the Ruby PL lines

(Figure S1).

Theoretically, it has been predicted that bulk BP undergoes a phase transition to the

bP form at ∼4.39 GPa (at zero temperature), while experimentally a Raman signature of

phase transition is measured at ∼4.2 GPa. Though it is worth to mention that experimen-

tally no prominent Raman peak corresponding to bP (rhombohedral crystal structure) is
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Figure S12: Uniaxial pressure-dependence of harmonic high-frequency shift for bulk black
phosphorus. Vibrations of high-frequency intralayer modes, A1

g (out-of-plane), B2g (along
zigzag direction), and A2

g (along armchair direction) are shown on the right of each panel. The
cross and circle indicate vibrations going into and out of the plane of the page, respectively.

observed.18,29 However, a di�erence between the Raman spectra in the range of [300,350]

cm−1 is obtained for pressure values of 2.5 GPa and 5.9 GPa where a small Raman signal

appears at ∼335 cm−1 for an applied pressure of 5.9 GPa, as shown in Figure S5. Therefore,

it is necessary to extend our structural and vibrational study to investigate bulk bP under

high hydrostatic pressure (≥ 3 GPa).
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6 Hydrostatic Pressure Dependent Low-Frequency (LF)

Raman Modes

Figure S13: Hydrostatic pressure dependence of harmonic low-frequency shift for bulk black
phosphorus. The hydrostatic pressure dependence of the frequency mode at low pressure is
represented by the dashed-dotted colored lines.

Subsequently, in order to understand the evolution of LF Raman modes, the LF modes

are also determined from the �rst-principles DFT. Bulk BP (i.e. AB-stacked bilayers in

primitive cell) possesses one Bm and two shearing modes (Sm): one along zigzag direction

(ZSm) and another in armchair direction (ASm). Figure S13 depicts the calculated Raman

modes for the LF interlayer modes under various applied pressures. It shows that both the

Sm behave similarly to one another, in fact their frequencies increase almost linearly with

increasing pressure up to the point where a phase transition is predicted, i.e., at 4.39 GPa.The

linear �ts of the ω (p) curves in the region [0,4] GPa yield a ∂ω/∂p slopes of +2.33 and +5.39

cm−1/GPa for ASm and ZSm, respectively (Figure S13). On the other hand, Bm behaves

distinctly from the Sm as its frequency decreases over the pressure range [0, 4]GPa at a rate
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of -4.28 cm−1/GPa. This is at �rst surprising, as one might expect the Bm, which essentially

probes the out-of-plane interlayer distance in layered structures, to blueshift strongly as the

out-of-plane lattice constant c decreases with increasing pressure (Figure S9a and Table S1).

Instead, Figure S13 shows a strong redshift with increasing pressure starting from 1 GPa.

Interestingly, the frequency of the breathing mode is �rst blueshifted by ∼13 cm−1 at 1 GPa

from its value at zero pressure. The inversion of ∂ω/∂p for the Bm mode is also observed

experimentally in Figure S3, granted the LF peaks are much broader than those of HF.

Similarly to the case of HF modes, the counter-intuitive behaviour of Bm might again be

attributed to the even more important role of short-range van der Walls (vdW) interactions

between the layers, which are in good agreement with the previously reported results.2,35�37

The theoretically predicted (using optB88-vdW scheme) Bm appears at ∼89.1 cm−1, which

is in agreement with the experimentally �tted peak at ∼86 cm−1 (Figure S2).
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7 Electronic Properties of Bulk Black Phosphorus Under

Hydrostatic Pressure

In parallel to the calculation of phonon frequencies, the electronic band gap of bulk BP

has also been estimated using a hybrid DFT functional. At zero pressure, the calculated

electronic band structure, Figure S14, indicates that the bulk BP is a semiconductor with a

direct electronic band gap, Eg = 0.37 eV, located at the Γ-point. This result is in excellent

agreement with the measured bulk band gap value, 0.31−0.36 eV.38�40 Thereafter, we study

the Eg behaviour of bulk BP under applied hydrostatic pressure up to 4.1 GPa (Figure S8).

Figure S14: Electronic band structure of bulk black phosphorus at 0 GPa performed using
the HSE06 hybrid functional.41,42 The direct electronic band gap (Eg = 0.37 eV) is obtained
at the Γ-point.

Figure S15 shows the hydrostatic pressure dependence of the electronic band gap (Eg),

where an increase in pressure reduces the interlayer distances and the Eg reduces linearly

with a ∂Eg/∂p slope of −0.2 eV/GPa. Such change in calculated band gap (Eg) shows that

a semiconductor-metal phase transition is occurred at 1.83 GPa and beyond this value BP

crystal becomes metallic.
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Figure S15: Hydrostatic pressure-dependent electronic band gap for bulk black phosphorus.
Semiconductor-metal phase transition occurs at 1.83 GPa. These calculations are performed
using the HSE06 hybrid functional.41,42.
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8 Hydrostatic Pressure Applied on Blue Phosphorus

Figure S16: Vibrational band structure of bulk blue phosphorus at 3 GPa. These calculations
are based on the hydrostatic pressure method.

9 Methods

9.1 Sample Preparation

The pristine few-layer layered BP �akes are directly micro-mechanically exfoliated using

standard scotch-tape method on the diamond surface of DAC from the bulk single crystal,

supplied by Manchester Nanomaterials (MN). The exfoliated BP �ake is composed of at least

5 layers, which is con�rmed by analyzing the Raman spectra, as shown in Figure S3. The

transfer and loading of DAC takes less than 10 minutes. The transferred BP �ake is covered

by the pressure transmitting medium immediately to avoid direct exposure to air. Optical

microscopy technique has been used to identi�ed the location of the interested few-layer BP

�akes with a 20× objective lens.
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9.2 Raman Spectroscopy

The Raman scattering measurements were carried out at room temperature using the micro-

optical system of a HORIBA LabRAM HR Evolution spectrometer equipped with a 532 nm

solid state laser. The laser beam was focused using a long distance 50× objective, where the

laser power has been kept below 2 mW to avoid thermal heating caused by the laser beam.

The Raman spectra was recorded through backscattering geometry and recorded with a

1800 grooves/mm grating, with a spectral resolution of about 0.5 cm−1. The high-pressure

Raman spectroscopy was performed using a DAC, having a cutlet with a diameter of ∼0.8

mm. Methanol: ethanol mixture in 4:1 ratio (ME) has been used as the pressure transmitting

medium. Each peak position and linewidth were obtained by �tting the Raman peaks using

a Lorentzian function. The peak intensities have been normalized relative to the higher

intensity. Here, it is worth mentioning that the viscosity of the PTM liquid is enhanced

by a factor of ∼104 between 0 to 5 GPa, which suggests the quenching of a strong volume

change.43 Due to the strong shape change that associated with the phase transition, both

medium ability to transmit hydrostatic stress and diamond cell surface can impose boundary

condition deviating from pure hydrostatic stress as with graphene.44 The Raman mapping

of the sample (Figure S3) was performed using Witec alpha 300R Raman spectrometer.

9.3 Computational Details

We performed �rst-principles calculations based on DFT. The structural and vibrational

properties are carried out using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package (VASP).45�48 Ion

cores are modeled with projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopotentials.49 The valence

2s and 3p states of phosphorus are treated explicitly. A plane-wave basis energy cuto� of

400 eV and a Gaussian smearing of 0.005 eV were found to yield converged total energy and

forces. To include vdW corrections in our calculations, we use the optB86b-vdW scheme.50,51
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This particular choice of exchange-correlation functional is based on previous works.52 All

atoms were relaxed to a force cuto� of 10−4 eV.Å−1. In order to determine the equilibrium

lattice parameters (at zero temperature and zero pressure) of BP and bP was also allowed to

relax. The k-point sampling is based on a Γ-centered grid for all calculations. To optimize

the primitive cells, we use (10× 14× 7) and (14× 14× 14) grids for BP and bP, respectively.

The harmonic phonon calculations are performed using Phonopy code53 with a displacement

amplitude equal to 0.03 Å. For the BP and bP, (4 × 4 × 2) and (6 × 6 × 6) supercells are

constructed to ensure convergence of the forces, respectively. VASP was used to compute

the force with an electronic energy convergence threshold of 10−8 eV. At this stage, we use

di�erent k-point grids: (2× 2× 2) for BP and (1× 1× 1) for bP. Once E(V ) and p(V ) are

determined and the phonon frequencies are obtained for each system, the thermodynamic

quantities can be calculated using the canonical distribution from statistical mechanics. The

Helmholtz free energy per P atom can be calculated from:54,55

F (V [p], T ) =
1

N

{
E(V [p]) +

∑
q∈BZ,j

~ωq,j(V [p])

2
+

kBT
∑

q∈BZ,j

ln

[
1− exp

(
−~ωq,j(V [p])

kBT

)]}
, (11)

for a given pressure p and where N is the number of P atoms. The �rst term is the ground

state energy of each bulk. The second and third terms are the contributions from the

zero point and vibrational (entropy) energies, respectively. The sums run over all bands

and phonon wave vectors in the �rst BZ. ~ and kB are the reduced Planck and Boltzmann

constants, respectively. We calculate F (V [p], T ) at 0 and 300 K and for several pressure using

Phonopy package with a (100×100×50) and (150×150×150) q-point mesh for bulk BP and

bP, respectively. The electronic band structure of bulk BP is determined using the HSE06

hybrid functional,41,42 based on the atomic structures obtained from the full relaxation by

optB88-vdW.50,51 At this stage, the Kerker mixing scheme is used. This method has already
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been used successfully to study BP's electronic band gap.56,57
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